FOREIGN LANGUAGE (FORL)

FORL 001: 0 s.h.
Summer Institute:
Summer Institute:
FORL 179: 1-3 s.h.
Experimental
Experimental
FORL 279: 1-3 s.h.
Experimental
Experimental
FORL 300: 3-12 s.h.
Co-Op Ed Experience in For Lan
Co-Op Ed Experience in For Lan

FORL 480: 3 s.h.
Tchg For Lang in Sec School
Study of current theories of second language acquisition and methods of teaching foreign languages in elementary and secondary schools. Students will develop techniques for teaching language for proficiency in all skill areas; planning lessons and units; selecting, adapting and developing materials; assessment; and the use of new technologies. Must be taken simultaneously with EDSE 321, EDSE 340, EDFN 330 and SPED 346. Offered in fall. Prereq: admission to Advanced Professional Studies, SPAN 470 or FREN 470 or GERM 470.

FORL 498: 1-9 s.h.
FORL Independent Study
Independent Study for Foreign Languages (no specific language)